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Abstract

A total of 669 isolates of Phytophthora ramorum, the pathogen responsible for Sudden

Oak Death, were collected from 34 Californian forests and from the ornamental plant-

trade. Seven microsatellite markers revealed 82 multilocus genotypes (MGs) of which

only three were abundant (>10%). Iteratively collapsing based upon minimum FST,

yielded five meta-samples and five singleton populations. Populations in the same meta-

sample were geographically contiguous, with one exception, possibly explained by the

trade of infected plants from the same source into different locations. Multidimensional

scaling corroborated this clustering and identified nursery populations as genetically

most distant from the most recent outbreaks. A minimum-spanning network illustrated

the evolutionary relationships among MGs, with common genotypes at the centre and

singletons at the extremities; consistent with colonization by a few common genotypes

followed by local evolution. Coalescent migration analyses used the original data set and

a data set in which local genotypes were collapsed into common ancestral genotypes.

Both analyses suggested that meta-samples 1 (Santa Cruz County) and 3 (Sonoma and

Marin Counties), act as sources for most of the other forests. The untransformed data set

best explains the first phases of the invasion, when the role of novel genotypes may have

been minimal, whereas the second analysis best explains migration patterns in later

phases of the invasion, when prevalence of novel genotypes was likely to have become

more significant. Using this combined approach, we discuss possible migration routes

based on our analyses, and compare them to historical and field observations from

several case studies.
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Introduction

Phytophthora ramorum (Oomycetes, Straminopiles: Peron-

osporales) (Werres et al. 2001) is the causal agent of

two types of disease. In the native coastal forests of Cal-

ifornia and southern Oregon, P. ramorum causes Sudden

Oak Death (SOD) (Rizzo & Garbelotto 2003), a disease

characterized by lethal trunk lesions that affect tanoak

(Lithocarpus densiflora), coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia),

Californian black oak (Quercus kelloggii) and possibly

Canyon live oak (Quercus chrysolepis). Additionally, both

in North America and Europe, the pathogen causes
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ramorum blight, a disease characterized mostly by leaf

blight and ⁄ or branch dieback in over 100 species of

both wild and ornamental plants, including California

bay laurel (Umbellularia cailfornica), California redwood

(Sequoia sempervirens), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzie-

sii), Camellia and Rhododrendron species (Davidson et al.

2003; Rizzo et al. 2005; Grunwald et al. 2008).

Symptoms of P. ramorum infection were first noticed

in 1994–1995 in Californian forests (Garbelotto et al.

2001; Rizzo et al. 2002) and in European nurseries (Wer-

res et al. 2001). In North America, P. ramorum is found

in Pacific coastal forests, generally <30 km inland, from

Monterey County in central California to Curry County,

southern Oregon. In Californian forests, the most com-

monly infected tree is bay laurel (Garbelotto et al. 2003;
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Davidson et al. 2005). Sporangia production on its

leaves is prolific and bay laurel is therefore the main

source of aerial infectious inoculum. In contrast, sporu-

lation on oak wood is extremely rare and so oak species

may be considered as a noncontagious dead-end host in

the P. ramorum life cycle (Davidson et al. 2005).

The available genetic data suggest that P. ramorum is

an exotic pathogen introduced from unknown origins at

least three times independently. Populations of P. ramo-

rum in Europe and North America belong to three clo-

nal lineages: EU1, NA1 and NA2. EU1 is the only

lineage found in Europe and has now also been found

in nurseries in California as the result of the movement

of infested ornamental plants. NA1 is the clonal lineage

responsible for the natural infestation in the North

American forests and most of the nurseries in North

America while NA2 has only been isolated from nurser-

ies in North America (Rizzo et al. 2002; Hansen et al.

2003; Ivors et al. 2004; Olarte & Garbelotto 2005).

Phytophthora ramorum is self-sterile and sexual repro-

duction can only occur when individuals of different

mating types (A1 and A2) interact (Brasier & Kirk

2004). Mating type A1 occurs commonly in Europe, the

EU1 lineage belongs predominantly to the A1 mating

type, while NA1 and NA2 belong only to mating type

A2 (Brasier & Kirk 2004). Although isolates belonging

to both mating types have been found in the same nurs-

eries in western US states (Hansen et al. 2003; Ivors

et al. 2004; Grunwald et al. 2008), there is currently no

evidence of sexual reproduction in these nurseries. In a

recent study, Goss et al. (2009) have shown that the

three known lineages of the pathogen have originated

from three geographically distinct populations, and that

they appear to have been isolated from one another and

clonally reproducing for c. 165 000 years. Because of

this long isolation, it is possible that, even in presence

of both mating types, the ability to reproduce sexually

may either be lost or seriously reduced.

Both amplified fragment length polymorphisms and

microsatellite analyses (Ivors et al. 2004, 2006; Prospero

et al. 2007, 2009) have suggested an exclusively asexual

mode of reproduction in the forests in California, and

Oregon. Considering these genetic data and the fact that

no A2 type as been so far detected in the wild, it is very

likely that P. ramorum propagates in an exclusively clo-

nal manner in California forests. Epidemiological

(Davidson et al. 2005) and population genetic studies of

P. ramorum in California, Oregon and Washington

(Prospero et al. 2004, 2007, 2009; Mascheretti et al. 2008)

have indicated that although populations of P. ramorum

are genetically structured due to the limited ability of

the pathogen to disperse naturally, there may be wide-

spread long-distance gene flow due to human-mediated

transport.
Several microsatellite markers have been developed

to study the genetic structure of P. ramorum populations

(Ivors et al. 2006; Prospero et al. 2007, 2009), but only a

few of these markers exhibit significant variation within

the NA1 lineage present in the North American Pacific

Costal forests.

Here, we examine the variation in seven microsatel-

lite markers, previously shown to be variable in the

NA1 lineage (Ivors et al. 2006; Prospero et al. 2007),

from 669 P. ramorum individuals collected in 35 forest

populations ranging from Humboldt to Monterey Coun-

ties. The present work builds upon our earlier study

(Mascheretti et al. 2008) where analysis of molecular

variance (AMOVA), minimum-spanning network (MSN),

and spatial autocorrelation analyses were utilized to

make inferences on the origin, the current genetic struc-

ture, and potential spread patterns of the pathogen

using a much smaller sample size. The current study is

based on a greatly expanded data set, both in terms of

number of genotyped isolates and sample locations and

with the addition of multidimensional scaling (MDS),

coalescent analyses, and of neighbour-joining (NJ) anal-

ysis using genotype distances rather than FST values.

By using the combined results of all analyses per-

formed, we attempt to elucidate the patterns of spread

that have lead to the current epidemic by exploring the

genetic landscape of P. ramorum in California. We iden-

tify statistically and geographically homogeneous

genetic populations, visualize their relationships in

genetic space, and make inferences about the coloniza-

tion routes that may have led to the current genetic

landscape. The latter makes use of Bayesian coalescent

approaches for estimating relative migration rates.

These inferences are supported at the molecular evolu-

tionary level by a detailed network analysis of multilo-

cus genotype (MG) evolutionary relationships. Finally,

this work provides further convincing evidence regard-

ing (i) nursery populations as the original source of the

wild infestation in California, (ii) the local generation of

novel genotypes through mutation and ⁄ or mitotic

recombination, and (iii) the bimodal range of spread of

the pathogen as previously suggested (Ivors et al. 2006;

Mascheretti et al. 2008).
Materials and methods

Phytophthora ramorum samples

A total of 378 isolates of Phytophthora ramorum were col-

lected from 340 bay laurels (Umbellularia californica) and

from 38 coast live oaks (Quercus agrifolia) in 20 forest

stands in seven Californian counties (Alameda, San

Mateo, Sonoma, Marin, Napa, Santa Cruz and Monterey)

in spring 2007 and 2008. These were analysed together
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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with another 278 isolates collected in 2002 and 2005 from

bay laurels in 14 forests stands in Humboldt, Marin,

Monterey and Santa Cruz and 14 isolates collected from

nurseries in 12 US states in 2004 (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Some forests were sampled more than once. Jack London

State Park was sampled in 2002 (SO-1a), 2005 (SO-1b)

and 2007 (SO-1c). China Camp State Park was sampled

in 2005 (MA-3a) and 2007 (MA-3b), and Bean Creek was

sampled in 2005 (SC-1a) and 2007 (SC-1b).
Phytophthora ramorum isolation and DNA
extraction

Several small pieces (�2 mm · 2 mm) of the symptom-

atic portion of sampled leaves were plated on selective
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Fig. 1 Map of the Phytophthora ramorum localities sampled in Califor

not cluster with any other on the basis of minimum FST (6, 7, 8, 9 and

(SC), meta-sample 2 (SM, MA, NA), meta-sample 3 (MA, SO), meta-sa

� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
Primaricin–Ampicillin–Rifampicin–Pentachloronitroben-

zene agar (Eriwn & Ribeiro 1996), incubated at room

temperature in the dark for 3 weeks, transferred into

pea broth liquid medium and grown at room tempera-

ture for 7 days. Mycelia were harvested by filtering on

Whatman paper and lyophilized for 24 h. DNA was

extracted using the protocol described by Ivors et al.

(2006).
Microsatellite analysis

Seven microsatellites, known to be variable in the NA1

lineage, were genotyped: PrMS39a, PrMS39b, PrMS43a,

PrMS43b, PrMS45 (Prospero et al. 2007), and locus 18

and locus 64 (Ivors et al. 2006). The microsatellite loci
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nian forests. The five squares indicate the populations that did

10), the circles indicate the other meta-samples: meta-sample 1

mple 4 (SC, MA, MO) and meta-sample 5 (MO).



Table 1 Localities where the 669 Phytophthora ramorum isolates were sampled, approximate duration of infestation, meta-sample to

which each population belongs

Meta-

sample County Locality Longitude Latitude n

Collection

year

Approx. duration

of infestation* (years)

HU-1 6 Humboldt Redwoods )123.8333 40.1196 19 2005 <5

HU-2 7 Humboldt Redwoods )123.8337 40.2583 14 2005 <5

SO-1a 3 Sonoma Jack London SP )122.4709 39.2950 14 2002 >10

SO-1b 3 Sonoma Jack London SP )122.5521 38.3537 25 2005 >10

SO-1c 3 Sonoma Jack London SP )122.5571 38.3486 40 2007 >10

SO-2 3 Sonoma Austin Creek SP )123.004 38.5373 8 2007 >10

SO-3 3 Sonoma Willow Creek SRA )122.0513 37.0533 14 2007 >5 < 10

SO-4 3 Sonoma Fairfield Osborn P 122.5948 38.3434 10 2007 >5 < 10

SO-5 3 Sonoma Freezeout Creek )123.0505 38.4500 3 2007 >5 < 10

SO-6 3 Sonoma Sweet Water )122.9730 38 5537 8 2007 >5 < 10

MA-1 9 Marin Tomales Bay SP )122.8723 38.1152 9 2005 <5

MA-2 10 Marin Angel Island SP )122.4391 37.8589 19 2005 >5 < 10

MA-3a 3 Marin China Camp SP )122.4610 38.0057 23 2005 >10

MA-3b 3 Marin China Camp SP )122.4700 38.0012 35 2007 >10

MA-4 2 Marin Golden Gate NRA )122.6678 37.9419 24 2005 >5 < 10

MA-5 3 Marin S.P. Taylor SP )122.7361 38.0296 24 2005 >10

MA-6 4 Marin Paradise Drive )122.4742 37.9002 20 2007 >10

MA-7 3 Marin Lake Lagunitas )122.5950 37.9462 10 2007 >10

MA-8 3 Marin Point Reyes NS )122.4871 38.0307 3 2007 <5

NA-1 2 Napa R.L. Stevenson SP )122.5920 38.7490 8 2007 >5 < 10

NA-2 2 Napa Napa Skyline Park )122.2370 38.2663 9 2007 >5 < 10

AL-1 8 Alameda Castro Valley )122.0577 37.6922 10 2007 >10

SM-1 2 San Mateo SF PUC )122.426 37.7800 50 2008 >10

SM-2 2 San Mateo Coal Creek P )122.2033 37.3245 18 2007 >5 < 10

MO-1 5 Monterey Deetjens )121.6702 36.1588 22 2005 >5 < 10

MO-2 5 Monterey Los Padres NF )121.4399 35.9152 21 2005 <5

MO-3 5 Monterey Santa Lucia P )121.8690 36.5279 45 2007 <5

MO-4 5 Monterey Big Creek R )121.5975 36.0708 6 2007 <5

MO-5 4 Monterey Palo Corona RP )121 8700 36.4508 12 2007 <5

SC-1a 1 Santa Cruz Bean Creek )122.0074 37.0831 24 2005 >10

SC-1b 1 Santa Cruz Bean Creek )122.0513 37.0533 54 2007 >10

SC-2 4 Santa Cruz Felton )122.0262 36.9720 24 2005 >5 < 10

SC-3 1 Santa Cruz Henry Cowell SP )122.0727 37.0438 16 2002 >5 < 10

SC-4 1 Santa Cruz Zyante Road )122.0438 37.09123 14 2007 >10

Nursery 11 14 2004

SP, State Park; NF, National Forest; NRA, National Recreational Area; SRA, State Recreation Area; RP, Regional Park; P, Preserve;

R, Reserve; SF PUC, San Francisco Public Utility Commission; NS, National Seashore.

*Duration of infestation as estimated at sampling year.
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were typed using primers and protocols as described

previously (Ivors et al. 2006; Prospero et al. 2007;

Mascheretti et al. 2008).
Identification of statistically homogeneous genetic
populations

The AMOVA (Excoffier et al. 1992) procedure, as imple-

mented by the software Arlequin 3.0 (http://cmpg.

unibe.ch/software/arlequin3) (Excoffier et al. 2005), was

employed to generate pairwise estimates of FST among

all 36 P. ramorum populations. As previously (Mascher-

etti et al. 2008), all AMOVA analyses were carried out at

the ‘haplotype level’, incorporating the evolutionary
distance (the square of the difference in repeat number)

between all loci simultaneously into the variance esti-

mates rather than averaging across loci. This maximally

efficient approach is possible because of the clonal

reproduction of P. ramorum and because the alleles at

each locus typically either evolve in concert (always

homozygous), or with one allele fixed; rendering one

allele effectively redundant at each locus. The very few

instances of individuals with partial repeats or null

alleles (one individual from population MA-3b with

74.5 repeats at MS43b, one individual from population

SO-1c with 75.5 repeats at MS43b, and one individual

from population SO-4 with a null allele at locus MS18

(- ⁄ 282) were excluded from these analyses.
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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As anticipated from previous analyses (Mascheretti

et al. 2008), many of the populations had very low FST

estimates that were not significantly different from zero.

Populations were therefore recursively clustered into

meta-samples by pooling the pair of populations or

clusters that yielded the minimum FST at each round

until no further insignificant clustering (i.e. minimum

FST P > 0.05) was possible (Roewer et al. 2005; Masch-

eretti et al. 2008). This greedy algorithm was supervised

by applying the clustering in three rounds: first cluster-

ing was only applied to populations from the same

location, second to populations from the same county,

and third to the overall data set. From this point on, we

will refer to ‘populations’ when talking about the origi-

nal sample populations, and we will refer to ‘meta-

samples’ when talking about the regrouped populations

from iterative clustering (including singleton popula-

tions that did not collapse with other populations).

Finally, a traditional AMOVA was performed to compare

the proportion of genetic variation within and among

the populations and meta-samples.

The genetic landscape of the P. ramorum epidemic in

California was graphically visualized by identifying

principle coordinates for the pairwise estimates of FST

among the 36 populations through a MDS analysis

using the ISOMDS function in the R-statistical package (R

Development Core Team 2008, www.r-project.org). Indi-

vidual solutions were iterated until the improvement in

stress (Kruskal’s S) was <0.0001. This process was

repeated for one through six dimensions, with the opti-

mum dimensionality being determined by a ‘scree’ test

(Table 2): a clear ‘elbow’ was detected for the two-

dimensional solution with higher-dimensional solutions

not providing a substantial reduction in stress.

Spatial autocorrelation analysis was carried out using

Moran’s I-index (Sokal & Oden 1978) to measure the

correlation between allelic repeat numbers and given

geographical intervals. GPS latitude and longitude coor-

dinates were converted into NAD1986 UTM coordinates

using ARCVIEW9 (ESRI) and the autocorrelation was

evaluated using SPAGeDI (Hardy & Vekemans 2002). A

total of 277 isolates from 15 populations (SO-1b, SO-2,
Table 2 Multidimensional scaling and ‘scree’ test of pairwise

estimates among the 36 populations of Phytophthora ramorum

Dimensionality Kruskal’s S

1 36.2321

2 19.0974

3 14.6319

4 11.7149

5 9.9692

6 8.7477

� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
SO-3, SO-5, SO-6, MA-1, MA-2, MA-3a, MA-4, MA-5,

MA-7, MO-2, MO-5, SC-1a and SC-1b) were used for

this analysis.

For each of the meta-samples, genotype diversity was

calculated in two ways: (i) as the clonal genotype diver-

sity, R = (1 ) G) ⁄ (1 ) N), where G is the number of

MGs present in a sample and N is the sample size and

(ii) using Stoddart and Taylor’s index G = Rpi
2 (Stod-

dart & Taylor 1988), where pi is the frequency of the ith

MG. For each meta-sample, gene diversity (expected

heterozygosity) was also estimated as

HE ¼ 1� 1

m

Xm

l¼1

Xk

i¼1

p2
i ;

where pi is the frequency of the ith of k alleles, averaged

over each l of m loci.
Reconstruction of the evolutionary relationships among
the multilocus genotypes

The mutational relationships among the individual dip-

loid MGs were examined by computing matrices of

genotype distances, using repeat number differences,

according to the method of Bruvo et al. (2004). These

matrices were converted to MSN using the program

MINSPNET (Excoffier & Smouse 1994) and visualized

using GRAPHVIZ (http://www.graphviz.org). Because

meta-samples comprising multiple undifferentiated

populations presumably reflect separate introductions

and local spreading of the pathogen, separate networks

were calculated for the MGs found in each separate

meta-sample and a final network was created by merg-

ing the separate sub-networks at the shared MGs

(nodes). This approach minimizes spurious edges

between MGs that have evolved independently in dif-

ferent meta-samples rather than arriving by dispersal.

In addition, the above genotype distance measure

was also employed to calculate a matrix of average

pairwise genetic distances among the set of meta-

samples. This matrix was used to construct a NJ-tree to

display the relationships among the meta-samples in

order to corroborate the above FST-based MDS analysis.

Programs to calculate the genetic distances were written

in Python (PJPC).
Bayesian coalescent inferences of migration and
infestation routes

In order to further define the possible routes of spread

of P. ramorum, the program Migrate-N (Beerli & Felsen-

stein 1999, 2001; Beerli 2006) was employed to estimate

the directional rate of ‘migration’ events among the

meta-samples. Migration events among the genetically
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distinct meta-samples that resulted from the iterative

collapsing based upon minimum FST were estimated in

order to identify inter-regional patterns of spread. This

analysis was performed in two ways. First, each analy-

sis was performed using all the genotypes present in

each meta-sample. Second, the data were simplified by

contracting all singleton MGs and those that occurred

more than once but were unique to a single population

into their parental (i.e. ancestral) MGs. The contraction

was carried out by constructing the MSN for each pop-

ulation to identify the mutational relationships of the

MGs. MGs were not collapsed if they were more than

two mutational steps away from their parental MGs.

In this way, genotypes that were likely to have devel-

oped recently and locally, and were therefore

unlikely to have been involved in migration events

were eliminated.

Microsatellite evolution was modelled under a

Brownian motion model, and the program was run

assuming a constant mutation rate for all loci, with

200 000 visited parameter values, a burn-in of 10 000

and an adaptive heating scheme with four chains.

Migration was estimated as L, the immigration rate m

divided by the mutation rate l (a measure of how much

more important immigration is than mutation in bring-

ing new variants into a population).
Results

Variability and genetic diversity

The Phytopthora ramorum microsatellites PrMS39a,

PrMS39b, PrMS43a, PrMS43b, PrMS45, locus18, and

locus64 were analysed for the 669 isolates from 35 pop-

ulations (Fig. 1; Table 1). PrMS39a was invariant, but

the other loci exhibited between 4 (locus64) and 12

(PrMS43b) different alleles, resulting in a total of 82

MGs (see Supporting Information). More than half of

the MGs (46; 56%) were singletons, being unique to an

individual isolate. The most frequent MGs were MG46

(n = 114; 17.01%), MG42 (n = 96; 14.33%) and MG38

(n = 88; 13.13%), with MG46 and MG38 only differing

from MG42 by one mutational step at PrMS43b. The

next most frequent MGs were MG24 (n = 41; 6.12%),

MG74 (n = 31; 4.63%), MG27 (n = 24; 3.58) and MG16
Table 3 AMOVA results for the 10 meta-samples of Phytophthora ramoru

Source of variation d.f. Sum o

Among meta-samples 9 106.78

Among populations within meta-samples 25 48.85

Within populations 616 365.71
(n = 21; 3.13%). Among the MGs present more than

once, MG1, MG6, MG29, MG55 and MG64 were

restricted to single populations. To compare the MGs

obtained in this study to the ones obtained in the previ-

ous study (which includes 278 of the isolates in the cur-

rent study), see Supporting Information.

When the forest populations where iteratively col-

lapsed based upon minimum FST, five populations

remained as independent singletons: HU-1 (meta-sam-

ple 6), HU-2 (meta-sample 7), AL-1 (meta-sample 8),

MA-1 (meta-sample 9), MA-2 (meta-sample 10). Five

groupings also emerged (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Meta-

sample 1 included four populations collected in Santa

Cruz County (SC-1a, SC-1b, SC-3, SC-4) together with

the nursery population. The latter was however, then

excluded and treated as a singleton ‘meta-sample 11’

for two reasons: (i) the nursery population does not

represent a geographically defined population per se

and (ii) the nursery population is taken to represent

the possible source of initial inoculum in California.

Meta-sample 2 included the two populations collected

in San Mateo, the two collected in Napa and one pop-

ulation collected in Marin County (SM-1, SM-2, NA-1,

NA-2, MA-4). Meta-sample 3 amalgamated the eight

populations collected in Sonoma County and five of

the populations collected in Marin County (SO-1a, So-

1b, SO-1c, SO-2, SO-3, SO-4, SO-5, SO-6, MA-3a, MA-

3b, MA-5, MA-7, MA-8). Meta-sample 4 collapsed one

population collected in Santa Cruz, one in Monterey

and one in Marin County (SC-2, MO-5, MA-6).

Finally, meta-sample 5 contained all the remaining

samples from Monterey County (MO-1, MO-2, MO-3,

MO-4). In each case, where the same forest had been

sampled more than once in different years, each of

the samples from each forest merged into the same

meta-sample (SO-1a,b,c and MA-3a,b into meta-sample

3 and SC-1a,b into meta-sample 1). The overall AMOVA

based on these groupings, but excluding the nursery

population (Table 3), indicated that they are robust

with 70.92% of the variation being within samples,

19.83% among the meta-samples, but only 9.25% of

the variation being among populations within meta-

samples. The overall FST = 0.2908 and the overall

FCT = 0.1983. In all cases, the permutation P-value

was <0.00001.
m in Californian forest (nursery population excluded)

f squares Variance components % of variation

8 0.1660 19.83

9 0.0748 9.25

2 0.5937 70.92

� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Table 4 Indices of genetic diversity: R = clonal genotype

diversity, G = Stoddart and Taylor’s index, HE = gene diversity

(expected heterozygosity) for each meta-sample

Meta-

sample

R = (G ) 1) ⁄
(N ) 1) G = 1 ⁄ R(p2) HE

1 0.1402 4.7223 0.4228

2 0.2963 8.3965 0.5002

3 0.2046 11.2403 0.5242

4 0.2000 5.6403 0.4633

5 0.1828 2.6049 0.3902

6 0.1667 2.2704 0.3700

7 0.3077 2.5789 0.3963

8 0.3333 3.3333 0.4067

9 0.3750 2.0769 0.3200

10 0.2222 3.1391 0.4317

11 0.3077 1.8846 0.3367
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Indices of genotype diversity and gene diversity for

the meta-samples are given in Table 4. Of particular

interest are the estimates of G and HE, which reveal that

the highest diversity was in meta-samples 2, 3 and 4 and

the lowest diversity was in meta-samples 5, 6, 7, 9 and 11.

With the exception of meta-sample 11 (the nursery popu-

lation), the latter all represent relatively young infesta-

tions, whereas meta-samples in the former group

represent the oldest infestations in California. This clearly

indicates that genetic diversity within forest stands lar-

gely evolves in situ, by mutation, over-time, following

initial infestation by one or a few genotypes. For a patho-

gen that relies exclusively on mutations and somatic

recombination events to generate new genotypes, lack of

high genotypic diversity is not surprising in the
P
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controlled and small nursery population, especially

when compared to the extremely large wild populations.

The genetic landscape of P. ramorum in California

was formally examined, independently of geography, in

a two-dimensional MDS analysis (Fig. 2). This analysis

clearly corroborated the population clustering based

upon minimum significant FST, with all populations

grouping with their respective meta-sample members.

The MDS also revealed subtle patterns that the iterative

clustering could not reveal. In particular, the location of

meta-sample 2 between two clouds comprising meta-

sample 3 is interesting because it suggests some com-

plexity in the relationships among the populations in

meta-sample 2 and those in meta-sample 3 (see below).

Also, the location of MA-4 (meta-sample 2) closer to

meta-sample 1 and the nursery (meta-sample 11), than

to the rest of meta-sample 2, is also revealing because

MA-4 is one of the populations where SOD was first

described and one that has been previously identified

as the beginning of the infestation in the wild in Cali-

fornia (Mascheretti et al. 2008).

The relationships at the meta-sample level were

examined by drawing a NJ-tree. Rather than construct

this tree on the matrix of pairwise FST values, that

themselves defined the meta-samples, the relationships

were examined using a matrix of pairwise average

repeat number-based genetic distances (Bruvo et al.

2004) (Fig. 3). The branches on this tree do not repre-

sent splitting events, merely genetic distances. Examina-

tion of Figs 2 and 3 shows that the NJ-tree strongly

corroborates the relationships among the meta-samples

that was indicated by the FST-based MDS plot. The tree
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50
O 1
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e transposed.]



Fig. 3 Neighbour-joining tree showing

the relationships among the meta-sam-

ples of Phytophthora ramorum, defined

according to minimum FST. In each

case, the name of the meta-sample and

its constituent population(s) is indi-

cated. [Correction added after online

publication 20 October 2009: the cap-

tions for Figs 2 and 3 were transposed.]
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also clearly illustrates the affinity between the nursery

population (meta-sample 11) and Santa Cruz (meta-

sample 1). As in the MDS analysis, meta-sample 2 is the

second-most related to the source nursery population:

this meta-sample includes MA-4, which as noted above,

represents one of the populations where SOD was first

described.
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Spatial evolution of multilocus genotypes

The mutational relationships among the 82 MGs are

illustrated in the MSN in Fig. 4. The common MGs are

located within the centre of the network, while the rare

or singleton MGs are on the extremities. The three most

common MGs, MG46 (17.01%), MG42 (14.33%) and
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MG38 (13.13%), are in the centre and are present in all

five meta-samples comprising multiple populations.

The 14 MGs, which are present in more than 10 individ-

uals (MGs 16, 22, 24, 27, 38, 42, 46, 48, 51, 52, 54 57, 73

and 74) (see Supporting Information), are spread among

all the meta-samples with the exception of meta-sample

8 (AL-1, Castro Valley RP, n = 10) that is located

at the edge of the network and includes MGs 2, 6, 7

and the singleton MG8. The rare or singleton MGs

towards the perimeter of the network tend to group by

meta-sample, supporting (i) the epidemiological reality

of the meta-samples, and (ii) that novel MGs evolve by

stepwise mutation from common MGs (which likely

comprise the majority of inoculum) at local sites and

are not themselves being widely dispersed. The local

evolution of genotypes in a stepwise fashion is further

corroborated by the presence of two tails of several

derived novel genotypes, each entirely contained in one

of two meta-samples (either meta-sample 2 or meta-

sample 3). These two tails represent the first report of

novel genotypes accumulating significant mutational

differences from the original introduced genotypes, and

include a genotype characterized by some alleles that

are now identical to those previously reported only

from genotypes within the European lineage.
Inferences on possible migration and infestation routes

The inferred migration events (mean estimates) among

the genetically distinct meta-samples are shown in

Fig. 5A, B. Only ‘significant’ migration events for which

the Bayesian 95% comparison interval did not include

zero are presented. Examination of Fig. 5A indicates

that meta-sample 1 (Santa Cruz County) and meta-sam-

ple 3 (Sonoma and Marin Counties) appear to be

ultimately responsible for most of the migrations into

other forests and indeed, as noted previously, both of

these meta-samples include many of the oldest infesta-
2
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tions, including those from Santa Cruz, which have con-

sistently shown to be most genetically similar to the

nursery population. The three meta-samples 1, 2 and 3,

which appear genetically closest to the nursery source

population, both in the FST tree and the MDS analyses,

are the only three meta-samples among which migra-

tion events occur approximately to the same extent in

both directions. The second analysis, conducted using

only parental (ancestral) MGs (Fig. 5B), confirmed most

of the major routes of migration from meta-samples 1

and 3 with the exception that meta-sample 9 (MA-1,

Marin County) appears to have received P. ramorum

individuals both from meta-sample 3 and 1, instead of

only from meta-sample 1. Additionally, the second

analysis identifies meta-sample 6 as the major source of

migration into meta-sample 7. Some minor but statisti-

cally significant migration events highlighted in the first

analysis (Fig. 5A) were not confirmed by the second

analysis (Fig. 5B): these include migration from

meta-sample 5 to 4, 10 to 5, 2 to 4, 2 to 7, 7 to 6. New

migration events were identified by the second analysis

from meta-sample 5 into 1 and 5 into 6.

The spatial autocorrelation between geographical and

genetic distances (with Moran’s I as the index of genetic

similarity) using either the latitude and longitude of the

locality or, when available, the coordinates of each tree,

yielded a result (data not shown) very similar to the

one obtained in the previous study (Mascheretti et al.

2008): significant autocorrelation (decreasing positive

values of Moran’s I with increasing geographical dis-

tance) until �630 m, followed by a sharp increase in I

until �1200 m, at which point I declined, reaching zero

at �10 km.
Discussion

The 35 forest infestations that were investigated

revealed 82 MGs of which only three had an overall
1

8

9

Fig. 5 Visualization of probable migra-

tion routes among the meta-samples.

(A) Unmodified data. (B) Data after con-

tracting all singleton MGs and those

that occurred more than once but were

unique to a single population into their

parental (ancestral) MGs.
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frequency >10% and more than half (46; 56%) were

singletons (see Supporting Information). Despite this

apparently high-level of genetic diversity, at least as

revealed by loci specifically selected to highly variable,

a major conclusion of this study is that extensive

spatial-genetic structuring is present in Californian Phy-

tophthora ramorum populations. Clustering based on

minimum FST resulted in five meta-samples comprising

more than one population and this clustering was

strongly supported both by AMOVA and by FST-based

MDS analysis, with the arrangement of the meta-

samples in genetic space, in turn, being supported by

the non-FST-based NJ-tree. In most cases, the clustered

populations are also geographical neighbours, suggest-

ing regional spread from initial foci, either by natural

dispersal or local translocation by people. For example,

meta-sample 1 includes four populations from Santa

Cruz County, meta-sample 3 consists of 13 populations

from Sonoma and Marin Counties, meta-sample 5

consists of four populations from Monterey County,

and meta-sample 2 includes two disjunct pairs, each

comprising two adjacent populations. In contrast

though, meta-samples 2 and 4 also contain populations

collected from forests that are not geographically adja-

cent, suggesting human-mediated transport from the

same source or, less likely, long-range natural dispersal.

The most likely reason for the appearance of geneti-

cally distinguishable meta-samples is their origin from

one or a few founding genotypes, followed by the lack

of further abundant gene among sites. The lack of effec-

tive movement among established infestations is not

only in agreement with the presence of genetic structure,

but is further corroborated by the observation that three

populations re-sampled several years apart showed no

change in genetic composition, a fact indicative of the

lack of effective immigration into these established infes-

tations. Based on this observation, we conclude that

most effective migration may still be occurring only uni-

directionally from established infestations into new sites.

With time, bidirectional gene flow may be attained

among some meta-samples, possibly reducing the over-

all amount of genetic structure in California. Nonetheless

our data are indicative of bidirectional gene flow among

the three meta-samples (1, 2, and 3) that are genetically

closest to the source nursery population. Human-

mediated movement of infected plants occurring during

a period in the past when the pathogen causing SOD

was still unknown may explain this pattern.

It is difficult to assess with any certainty the origin

and pattern of spread of the pathogen within meta-

samples for the simple reason that, by definition, the

samples within each meta-sample are statistically genet-

ically similar. With few loci, coalescent approaches,

such as those implemented by the software Migrate-N,
cannot give reliable inferences on migration rates

among poorly differentiated populations. However, it is

conceivable that the geographically contiguous popula-

tions within meta-samples do represent natural spread.

Spatial autocorrelation analyses have suggested that the

efficiency of spread by P. ramorum decreases sharply

between 0 and 350 m to then increase between 350 and

1000 m before finally approaching zero at 10 km (Mas-

cheretti et al. 2008). This bimodal correlation pattern

suggests that although the rather large sporangia of

P. ramorum (Werres et al. 2001) mostly disperse at

short-distances, they may also be dispersed over more

moderate distances in strong winds and rain. Spatial

autocorrelation analyses were repeated with the current

more densely sampled data set (data not shown) and

were congruent with the previous findings, with signifi-

cant isolation by distance up to �630 m—indicating a

slightly larger patch size than previously estimated. As

previously reported, values of Moran’s I increased after

630 m, reaching a peak at 1200 m and approaching zero

(no correlation between genetic and geographical dis-

tance) at around 10 km. This information, now con-

firmed by the current larger data set, is essential to

model the further spread of the disease and to design

appropriate containment measures where appropriate.

The MSN (Fig. 4) displays the evolutionary relation-

ships among MGs and shows the more common MGs

in the centre of the network while the rare or single-

ton MGs occupying the extremities. The current net-

work, based upon a greatly expanded data set,

strongly corroborates our earlier conclusions (formally

supported by an MCMC analysis) regarding the local

evolution of novel and rare genotypes from the more

common founder MGs (Mascheretti et al. 2008). The

biggest meta-sample, meta-sample 3 (Sonoma and

Marin Counties, n = 216), is characterized by 44 MGs

including not only most of the common MGs but also

some rarer MGs and 24 singletons. Examining the

MSN (Fig. 4), it is apparent that all these MGs are

immediate neighbours and that meta-sample 3 is

responsible for one of the ‘tales’ of the network includ-

ing mostly singletons only present in this meta-sample

(MGs 9, 11, 12, 13, 15 and 63, 64, 65). The size of

meta-sample 3 and the age of its constituent popula-

tions may explain the large number of MGs found in

this meta-sample. Because no sexual reproduction is

known to occur in California forests, all novel geno-

types have to be generated by either mutation or mito-

tic recombination events. Thus, under the assumption

that mutation rates are a constant for any given spe-

cies, a direct relationship would be expected between

cumulative number of genotypes and both the size

and age of a sample. This relationship was confirmed

by the indices of genotype and gene diversity
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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(Table 4); older (and larger) meta-samples had higher

diversity estimates than younger (and smaller) meta-

samples. The presence of a tail of derived genotypes

in meta-sample 3 could also be partly due to the early

establishment of these infestations, and by the large

increase in pathogen population size observed during

the wet years of 2000 and 2001 in California.

Meta-sample 1 (Santa Cruz, n = 108) provides another

example of the same microevolutionary pattern leading

to the local creation of new genotypes. This meta-

sample acted as a major, and probably as the original

dispersal source for the California epidemic, given its

genetic affinities to the nurseries. The infestation in

these four populations in Santa Cruz County is either

old or of intermediate duration and this meta-sample

includes 16 MGs, all of which are immediate mutational

neighbours. Although three MGs are singletons (MGs

33, 45 and 59) all of the remaining 13 MGs are shared

with other meta-samples as would be expected for a

founding population.

The inferred ‘migration’ patterns (Fig. 5A, B) indicate

that meta-sample 3 and meta-sample 1 may indeed

have been a source for dispersal into most of the other

forests. Because our analyses indicated bi-directional

gene flow between these two meta-samples, and

because both populations may be linked to the original

introduction of genotypes of this pathogen into the wild

from infected ornamental plants, it may be hard to

determine which is the ultimate source of inoculum.

For example, in several instances both meta-samples 1

and 3 appear to be the source of migration events into

other meta-samples, and while this may indeed be the

case, it is also likely that the close relatedness of the

two sources may confound the analysis. Because these

meta-samples appear to be closely related to the nurs-

ery samples in both the NJ and the MDS analyses, the

dynamics and timing of the introductions related to

each of these two sources may be relatively similar.

Nonetheless, discriminating between the two would

allow us to differentiate between: (i) a likely human-

mediated spread of the pathogen if the source of migra-

tion events is meta-sample 1 and (ii) either a natural or

a human-mediated spread if meta-population 3 was the

source. As stated above, meta-samples 3 and 1 appear

to exchange P. ramorum by multiple dispersal events,

and this may be one reason why meta-sample 2, also

closely linked to the nursery populations based on the

NJ-tree, appears to divide meta-sample 3 in the MDS

plot (Fig 3).

Meta-samples that consist of single populations (i.e.

that were not merged with other populations) represent

interesting case studies to better understand the crea-

tion of genetically distinct units and the validity of the

coalescent approach in assessing patterns of gene flow
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
in a clonally reproducing organism. These meta-sam-

ples are either isolated, as in the case of Castro Valley,

Alameda (AL-1, meta-sample 8) and Angel Island,

Marin (MA-2, meta-sample 10), or of recent origin, as in

the case of Tomales Bay, Marin (MA-1, meta-sample 9)

and the two sites (HU1 and HU2, meta-samples 6 and

7, respectively) in Humboldt County. HU2 is a site

located a few miles North of the first infestation ever

reported for Humboldt County, HU1, and was known

to be free of disease when the infestation at HU1 was

discovered. Both coalescent analyses using the untrans-

formed data set and the collapsed data set suggest

meta-sample 3 to be the source for HU1: this is the first

time that the Humboldt county infestation has been

linked to a Californian source. However, the coalescent

analysis employing the untransformed data set suggests

migration events from HU2 into HU1 and a different

source for HU2 (Fig. 5A). By eliminating the confound-

ing effect of locally generated genotypes and by per-

forming a second coalescent analysis (Fig. 5B), the

major source of migration into HU2 was identified as

HU1.

Meta-samples 8 (AL-1) and 9 (MA-1) represent single

populations, in Alameda County and in west Marin

County, respectively. Although in both cases at least

one of the coalescent analyses indicated meta-samples 1

and 3 as equally important sources for these infesta-

tions, framing the results in their appropriate historical

and geographical contexts, leads to different conclu-

sions. While a nursery (meta-sample 1) origin is most

likely for the old and geographically isolated infestation

of Alameda County (meta-sample 8), a source from the

neighbouring and established infestation represented by

meta-sample 3 is most likely for the recent infestation

in West Marin County (meta-sample 9).

Finally, meta-sample 10 represents a single popula-

tion of the pathogen from Angel Island SP, Marin

County (MA-2), about a mile off the coast from the Par-

adise Drive population (MA-6) included in meta-sample

4. Both meta-samples 2 and 3 are also geographically

adjacent to the north (meta-sample 3) and south (meta-

sample 2). Both coalescent analyses identified meta-

samples 1 and 2 as likely sources of migration events,

while only the analysis on the untransformed data set

identified a connection between Angel Island and meta-

sample 4, the one inclusive of Paradise Drive, the site

adjacent to the island. However, the direction of migra-

tion appears counterintuitive because it is against the

predominant direction of the wind: from the island to

meta-population 4 and not vice versa as would be

expected. Even considering only the results of the sec-

ond analysis, it is impossible to discern between

human-mediated introduction of nursery genotypes, as

suggested by meta-sample 1 being the source, and a
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probably natural spread of the pathogen from meta-

sample 2 in Marin. A third scenario involving human-

mediated transport of genotypes from meta-sample 2

would also be plausible, through movement of soil or

plant material between the population of meta-sample 2

on the highly visited Mount Tamalpais and the equally

popular Angel Island State Park. Although the Migrate-

N analysis using the pooled meta-samples is clearly

informative (and more tractable than analysing all pop-

ulations separately), it is likely that the pooling of

apparently genetically similar populations but with dif-

fering local history, will produce some confounding in

the inferred dispersal patterns. This may be the case for

meta-samples 2 and 4, both including populations from

different areas and both relevant to understand the

spread of the disease into Angel Island. Another issue

is that some of the meta-samples result in large sample

sizes, which may bias estimates of dispersal events

from large into small samples. In order to provide an

alternative hypothesis for the colonization of Angel

Island by the SOD pathogen, we assumed a single

introduction event and looked at the network of geno-

types to determine whether all genotypes on the island

were closely related. MG35 was identified as a possible

and as the most likely ancestor for all genotypes present

on the island. That same genotype was found only once

in meta-sample 3 in Marin, once in Monterey and three

times in Santa Cruz Counties, but twice in Paradise

Drive just a mile from the island. We suggest that the

Angel Island infestation may most likely be explained

by the movement of MG35 from Paradise Drive: consid-

ering the insular nature of the site, the direction of the

prevailing winds towards the island, and the results of

the spatial autocorrelation analysis indirectly identifying

1–5 km as a possible range of movement for the patho-

gen. When the same approach was tried for the other

meta-samples that consist of individual populations, the

results were not as clear and easy to interpret as for

Angel Island. As highlighted by this example, more

sampling and more genetic markers will be needed to

refine our understanding of the migration patterns of

P. ramorum.

Many more MGs were isolated in this work than

have been previously reported (Ivors et al. 2006; Pros-

pero et al. 2007; Mascheretti et al. 2008), this probably

results from the fact that we sampled a larger number

of hosts from new localities and that, with time, new,

MGs are generated. In particular, it is worth mentioning

MG41 (see Supporting Information) from meta-sample

2 (SM-1, San Mateo County), which is characterized by

allele sizes 218 ⁄ 264 at locus18. This combination of

alleles at locus18 has been previously identified by

Ivors et al. (2006) only in P. ramorum isolates collected

in Europe. However, locus 64, as well as additionally
typed microsatellites 29, 33 and 82 (Ivors et al. 2006),

exhibited the presence of typical North American alleles

(microsatellite 29: 325 ⁄ -, microsatellite 33: 315 ⁄ 337 and

microsatellite 82: 110 ⁄ 112 ⁄ 114). In addition, a portion of

the mitochondrial CoxI gene was sequenced, using

primers FM35 and FM55, and was typical of the North

American strains. Microsatellite MS18, therefore, is not

useful for the identification of European strains, since

the allele size previously reported to be private to the

European lineage is now also present in the North

American NA1 lineage.

In conclusion, it appears that P. ramorum may have

been introduced multiple times in California. Following

the NJ and MDS analyses as rough guides, the first

introduction appears to have been from the nurseries

into Santa Cruz County, as previously reported (Masch-

eretti et al. 2008). This was followed by introductions

into Marin, San Mateo, and Napa Counties. Further

introductions appear to have occurred in Marin and

Sonoma Counties, while all other areas, including the

highly impacted Big Sur region, appear to be the result

of more recent introduction events. In most cases, natu-

ral spread appears to have stemmed from these intro-

ductions resulting in undifferentiated meta-populations,

as reported here, for large areas of Santa Cruz, San

Mateo, Napa, Marin Sonoma, and Monterey Counties.

Previously, the presence of a large undifferentiated pop-

ulation was only thought to be present in Monterey

County (Mascheretti et al. 2008). A combination of

human-mediated and natural spread has thus allowed

for an effective dispersal of this exotic pathogen over a

very large geographical area in California. This study

also confirms that all California infestations, including

the ones in Humboldt, are linked to one another and

probably independent of the Oregon infestation, as also

suggested by the recent work of Prospero et al. (2009).

At the same time, this study provides evidence that

localized genetic differentiation of the pathogen is

under way in California due to the lack of effective

migration among established infestations combined

with the local evolution of new genotypes. This micro-

evolutionary differentiation process is shown not only

by the presence of structure in populations of the path-

ogen, but by the discovery of new MGs and by the

increasing genetic distances detected both among MGs

and among populations as shown by the MSN and

MDS analyses. The pattern of relatedness among geno-

types and populations was the same independent of the

analytical approach used and thus, this study provides

a convincing depiction of the genetic structure and,

indirectly of the history, of the SOD pathogen in

California.

Finally, the creation of an MSN network among geno-

types, overlaid on the geographical location of these
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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genotypes, has enabled us to identify clouds of closely

related genotypes that are present at a single site and

consequently to differentiate between diversity caused

by the local rise of novel genotypes versus that caused

by the migration of genotypes from a different location.

This knowledge, in turn, was instrumental for an

improved implementation of the coalescent analysis to

infer migration routes of the SOD pathogen among

forest sites in California. Results from the coalescent

analysis of the untransformed data set are likely to

best explain the first phases of the invasion, when the

role of novel genotypes may have been minimal, while

results of the second analysis in which derived geno-

types were collapsed into their ancestral ones are likely

to best explain migration patterns during latter phases

of the invasion, when prevalence of novel genotypes

was likely to have become more significant. This novel

approach has yielded inferences on migration patterns

at much smaller temporal and spatial scales than those

allowed by traditional nested-clade and coalescent

approaches used in the study of other plant pathogens

(Carbone & Kohn 2001; Brunner et al. 2007; Gladieux

et al. 2008; Zaffarano et al. 2009), and may applicable to

the study of the genetic epidemiology of other invasive

organisms in general.
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